Progressive refinements of the current sources in magnetic vector potential finite-element (FE) formulations are done with a subproblem method. The sources are first considered through magnetomotive force or Biot-Savart models up to their volume FE models, from statics to dynamics. A novel way to define the source fields is proposed to lighten the computational efforts, through the conversion of the common volume sources to surface sources, without the need for any preresolution. Accuracy improvements can then be obtained for local currents and fields, and global quantities, i.e., inductances, resistances, Joule losses, and forces.
Progressive Current Source Models in Magnetic Vector
Potential Finite-Element Formulations
I. INTRODUCTION
T HE current sources in finite-element (FE) magnetodynamic problems can generally be considered through Biot-Savart (BS) models, possibly giving the conductors some simplified geometries, with, e.g., filament, circular or rectangular cross sections [1] . In the slots of magnetic core regions, an alternative to the explicit definition of such simplified geometries is to consider the slot-core interfaces as perfect magnetic walls through a zero flux boundary condition (BC). The slot regions are thus omitted from the calculation domain, neglecting the slot leakage flux instead of calculating other inaccurate distributions. The associated sources are magnetomotive forces (MMFs) [2] , [3] .
MMF sources are inherently associated with surfaces, whereas the BS models define source fields (SFs) that are originally volume sources (VSs). A novel procedure is here proposed to convert the BS SFs into surface sources (SSs) as well, to lighten the computational efforts, mainly by reducing the number of BS evaluations. It is based on interface conditions (ICs) that define field discontinuities fixed from surface BS fields.
The developments are performed in the frame of the magnetic vector potential a formulations. Accuracy improvements up to volume FE representations of the conductors, which improve the local field distributions, and from static to dynamic excitations, which accurately render skin and proximity effects, can be done at the second step through the subproblem (SP) method (SPM) [4] , [5] , which defines a general frame for the whole modeling procedure. [3] - [5] . The fields are related through the material relations
II. SEQUENCE OF SUBPROBLEMS
where μ p is the magnetic permeability and σ p is the electric conductivity, region-wise defined in p . With the magnetic vector potential a p and electric scalar potential v p defined through
the a p weak formulation of the magnetodynamic problem is obtained from the weak form of the Ampère equation [3] (μ
where
is a curl-conform function space defined on p , gauged in C c, p , and containing the basis functions for a p and for the test function a (at the discrete level, this space is defined by edge FEs; the gauge is based on the tree-co-tree technique); (·,·) and ·,· γ denote a volume integral in and a surface integral in , respectively, of the product of their field arguments. The exterior unit normal is n.
It is aimed at solving a complete problem as a sequence of SPs, involving current source models of progressive accuracy and calculating successive corrections. An adapted FE mesh is defined for each SP. In the following, region names 0018-9464 © 2015 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
See http://www.ieee.org/publications_standards/publications/rights/index.html for more information. with no SP index p are the regions of the complete problem, to be considered in particular SPs.
III. PROGRESSIVE CURRENT SOURCE MODELS

A. MMF Model
The complete boundary ∂ m of some magnetic (conducting or not) regions m , possibly extended with air gaps g ⊂ m , can first be considered as a perfect magnetic wall m ( Fig. 1) , thus with no leakage flux. The actual current source regions s exterior to m are thus idealized as perfectly wounded current sheets around m , then called a flux tube.
For the so-defined SP p ≡ MMF, the calculation domain is limited to p ≡ m , with a BC on m ⊂ b, p fixing a zero normal trace of the magnetic flux density b p (its zero trace is also fixed on the possible remaining zero-flux symmetry planes b, p \ m , also with n × e p = 0 for portions of m ⊂ c, p ). In terms of a p , one has the equivalent essential BCs
where w p is a multivalued surface scalar potential. In 3-D, the scalar potential w p undergoes a constant jump through each of the cut lines making m simply connected [2] . This can be defined through discontinuous components w disc,cl, p acting only on one side of each cut line cl (at the discrete level, in a surface layer of FEs on one side of each cut line, with w disc,cl, p varying from a constant on cut line cl to zero on the other boundary of the layer), to be added to the continuous component w cont, p to give w p . In 2-D, such constant jumps come down to the definition of a constant a p (a kind of floating potential) on each nonconnected portion m,i (with i the portion index) of m [ Fig. 1 (left) ]. The constant jumps are directly (strongly) related to the unknown magnetic fluxes flowing in m and are weakly related to the MMFs F cl along each cut line cl through the weak formulation (3), when tested with the nonlocal jump test functions a surf,cl = grad s w disc,cl, p (with surface gradient grad s ) [2] , [3] 
with the surface integral term directly identified as F cl
If domain p is not a massive conductor, i.e., p ⊂ C c, p , the required gauge condition on a p in C c, p and on b, p allows to fix the potential w cont, p to zero on m . However, if p ⊂ c, p , the potential w cont, p must be kept unknown on m .
Each m,i can be considered as the boundary of a slot in a device. The related MMF gathers all the current sources in the slot, for all coils, e.g., coils with different phases in a machine or primary/secondary coils in a transformer. A slot can be generalized to represent the exterior region, including the coils as well.
B. BS-SF Model
An SP p ≡ BS with only sources j s, p in s, p , being a volume conductor possibly first simplified to a wire or a plate geometry, has a direct solution given by the BS formula, with no need of FE calculation. Vector potential a p can be calculated at any point of position vector x P ∈ p through an integral over s, p
with x Q ∈ s, p the integration point position vector and r = x P − x Q of modulus r . Such a solution can now be used as a source for added material regions m in a new SP p. With the SPM, the BS-SF evaluations can be limited to m through local VSs [4] , [5] , instead of the whole domain with the common method [1] . Such a support reduction already allows to lighten the BS calculations. Then, for accurate combinations with the reaction fields, the BS SFs gain at being projected onto similar function spaces (edge FEs for both source and reaction fields). In addition, instead of volume projections of the SFs in the mesh of m , the SFs gain at being calculated there through an FE problem with their boundary values as BCs on ∂ m , thus already limiting the BS evaluations to surfaces.
To go one step further, such a preliminary FE problem can be avoided through its inclusion in the main SP p ≡ BS-SF. The key is to think of two successive SPs pa and pb actually solved together (Fig. 2) . SP pa first prevents the field to enter m , thus with a reaction field in m opposing the BS field (defined as the direct solution of SP q ≡ BS), keeping unchanged the field out of m . This constraint is simply expressed through both tangential and normal field trace discontinuities of magnetic field h pa and magnetic flux density b pa through m , i.e., with ICs with SSs
In terms of a p , IC (8b) leads to
The result is an exact zero field in m , with no need of volume calculation. Then, SP pb considers the actual (possibly nonlinear) physical properties in m , with no more VSs, which is a great advantage. Combining SPs pa and pb thus gives a single SP p that considers the physical properties of m and with the trace discontinuities of SP pa (8a-b) still being valid for its solutions h p and b p (because SP pb introduces no discontinuities). The solution p is the total field in m and the reaction field outside.
The BS-SF evaluations are thus only required on m , which is a significant advantage. At the discrete level, the IC-SSs in (8a-b) and (9) can be obtained from an L 2 mesh projection of only the a BS SF in a layer of FEs along the boundary of m .
C. Extended MMF Models
In 3-D, the slots are generally extended with end-winding regions [ Fig. 1 (right) 
D. Up to Volume FE Models of Conductors
Additional SPs for volume FE models of the source conductors can follow for accurate determination of their characteristics (impedances, losses, forces, and leakage flux). Such SPs aim at correcting either an MMF model or a BS model.
An MMF solution q is discontinuous by construction through the considered flux walls m , with a nonzero trace n × h q on m side and a zero trace outside (or nonzero too in case C m ⊂ p ); trace n · b q is, however, continuous because zero on both sides. Its correction through an SP p, that consists in changing the flux wall to a permeable surface allowing leakage flux, can be done by suppressing the discontinuity of n × h q through the considered flux walls m and by simultaneously adding the actual source conductor (or a simplified BS model). The opposite of this discontinuity thus serves as an IC-SS [5] for [n×h p ] m weakly defined in (3), whereas n · b p and thus n × a p remain continuous Fig. 3 . Test device with FE mesh portions: (from left to right) magnetic shelltype core (6 cm ×5 cm×2 cm, leg width 1 cm, and relative permeability 100) with air gap (0 to 3 mm), coil (thickness 4 mm, height 2 cm, and gap with core center leg 1 mm) to be placed around the core center leg, 1/8th of 3-D geometry with three symmetry planes, and 1/4th of 2-D geometry with two symmetry axes. As for the correction of a BS model, through an SP p for changing a simplified conductor geometry to the actual volume one, the key is to use the BS SF together with the reaction field from an added region m , their combination defining solution q that acts on the volume conductor s, p itself [5] as already done for an added material region m . IC-SSs (8a-b)-(9) (Fig. 2) now apply to h p , b p and a p on ∂ s, p .
Note that in all cases with ICs, the studied domain covers both sides of the involved interface, which are, therefore, naturally coupled. The corrections, supported by different adapted meshes, are usually of local nature, which allows some simplifications of the outer regions, possibly replaced by equivalent circuits extracted from the previous SPs.
IV. APPLICATION
The proposed methodology is applied, illustrated and validated on a well-representative test device made of a magnetic shell-type core m , with a possible air gap, and a coil s , for both 2-D and 3-D geometries (Fig. 3) .
The MMF model is first considered in 2-D (Fig. 4 ) and 3-D (Fig. 5) , with its correction for leakage flux and actual volume FE coil. The corrections are shown to feed the leakage flux and their significance increases with the air gap (Fig. 4) . A similar behavior is obtained in 3-D, with end-winding effects in addition. For the air gap of 3mm, the inductance of the coil is progressively corrected of 14% in 2-D and 26% in 3-D. The BS model is considered with different simplifications of the coil geometry (Fig. 6 ). The BS SF can then be used through IC-SSs for the added core, for the reaction field calculation (Fig. 7) . The new total field can finally be used through IC-SSs for the actual volume coil (Fig. 8) , with the accurate field distribution in the coil allowing, e.g., an accurate inductance calculation (correction of 9%).
In 3-D, the MMF model can be extended to include end-winding effects, either with a perfect wound coil limited to a given portion of the core surface or with a coupling with a wire BS model (Fig. 9) . Inductance corrections are then of 20% and 18%.
V. CONCLUSION The MMF and BS models of different accuracy levels, possibly coupled, have been developed and sequenced with the SPM to allow a progressive modeling of current sources in the 2-D and 3-D FE problems, with successive corrections that can be supported by different adapted meshes. A particular care has been given to the way the sources act at each correction step, up to the full models with their actual geometries. Starting from MMF models, the sources are always applied through IC-SSs, which strongly lighten the computational efforts regarding BS evaluations and mesh-to-mesh projections between the SPs. The sources are only needed in layers of FEs along boundaries, and not in full volumes. Corrections of fields and global quantities are obtained step-by-step with a clear view on their significance, to justify their usefulness or not.
